
 
 

Meydenbauer Bay Park and Land Use Plan 
 

PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
 
 
 

1. Remarkable and memorable shoreline experience.  The park will be an extraordinary 
community-wide public asset.  The new park will greatly increase waterfront access, 
recreational opportunities for all Bellevue residents, and in conjunction with its proximity 
to the Downtown Park and neighborhood, establish Bellevue as a waterfront city.  The 
surrounding area should complement and take advantage of the unique shoreline 
location. 

 
2. Spectrum of activities.  The new park should provide visitors with a wide range of 

activities and experiences, from active recreation such as swimming and sailing to 
passive enjoyment of intimate, green, natural areas.  The park plan should artfully blend 
traditional park uses with a new urban experience, allowing individuals to enjoy different 
or multiple experiences with each visit or over time.   

 
3. Complementary land uses.  Urban design and land uses in the upland area adjacent to 

the park should be pedestrian-oriented and serve the broader community to make the 
transition from the upland to the shoreline seamless, enjoyable, inviting, and compelling.  
They should draw the pedestrian toward the water, convey a sense of excitement, and 
provide an interactive experience between the waterfront and upland areas.   

 
4. Increased physical and visual access.  Corridors that visually open up the waterfront 

from upland areas and that facilitate pedestrian movement from Downtown Park to the 
waterfront should be maximized.  It is critical that corridors and public spaces overcome 
real or perceived physical obstacles to reaching the shoreline. 

 
5. Pedestrian priority.  The park and its connections should be places that can be enjoyed 

by pedestrians without fear of conflicts with automobiles.  Where vehicle drives or parking 
areas are necessary, they should be designed and located to promote a “pedestrian first” 
message.   

 
6. Economic vitality.  The park and its connections should support the nearby business 

community, providing an interactive and welcoming environment for downtown 
employees, residents, and visitors.  Land uses and urban design elements should 
contribute to the economic vitality of the area as a whole. 

 
7. Superior design.  The park should be reinforced, communicated, and celebrated 

through high quality urban design, landscape architecture, building design, and 
streetscape treatment, not only within the park itself but also throughout nearby public 
spaces and park connections.  The plan should reflect a high standard of excellence. 

 
8. Environmental stewardship.  The park design should respect and reflect its unique and 

sensitive waterfront setting.  The plan should explore opportunities to incorporate 
measures that improve the shoreline characteristics and water quality in the bay.  Best 
practices for sustainable building and land management should be incorporated. 



 
9. History.  The park design should recognize the heritage of Meydenbauer Bay, from the 

time of Native Americans, explorers, and early settlers to the industries of whaling, 
ferrying, and today’s residential and pleasure boat moorage.  The plan should assess 
opportunities to preserve and reuse structures of historical note and incorporate means to 
animate the Bay’s rich heritage through public art and interpretive programs. 

 
10. Neighborhood enhancement and protection.  The land use component should be a 

catalyst for revitalization of older uses while minimizing impacts on neighboring 
residential areas.  Redevelopment of properties in the study area or conversion of 
apartment buildings to condominiums is expected in the foreseeable future.  The land use 
plan should ensure through rules or incentives that these actions occur in a manner that 
is both consistent with the area’s land use vision and sensitive to adjacent residential 
uses. 

 
11. Coordinated planning process.  The park master plan and the land use plan will impact 

and influence one another.  The planning schedule needs to be flexible and expedient, 
necessitating close coordination. 

 
12. Commitment to implement.  The Waterfront Plan should include an implementation 

strategy that leads to the fulfillment of the vision. 
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